
7 LAYOUT SUGGESTIONS
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PLAN VIEW 7’ 9” X 13’ 6”

COMBINATION W/ 4” THICK WALLS

you can place

door here

or here

or here

Right-hand swing Left-hand swing

Left-hand slide Right-hand slide

Left-or right-hand sliding doors

can also be supplied.

6-E

Door Panels are

Interchangeable with

Other Panels

drawings, which illustrate different
combinations of width and length,
all having approximately the same
area.  Consult your Bally
representative for help in
determining the configuration that
best suits your operation.

PROPER SIZE SELECTION AND LAYOUT

It’s not always easy to decide how
big a walk-in you need.
Unfortunately, there is no simple
formula to guide everyone.
Restaurants with varied menus
need more refrigerated space per
patron than cafeterias serving a
simple lunch.  Rural eating-places
may need more storage capacity
than city establishments which
receive frequent deliveries.
Retailers, wholesalers and
manufacturers in the many
industries that use walk-ins must be
guided by their own experience and
knowledge.

A Rule of Thumb
The rule of thumb for food service
establishments is one cubic foot of
storage space per person per meal.
When frozen foods are used, figure
½ cubic foot of normal temperature
and ½ cubic foot of low temperature
space.

When determining space
requirements consider what
proportions of medium-temperature
and low temperature space you’ll
need.  Also, think about whether
you’ll want individual
compartments.  Many kitchens find
it helpful to have separate sections
for dairy products, vegetables,
baked goods and so on.

After you’ve decided on capacity,
consider height.  Standard walk-in
heights are 7’6”, 8’6”, 9’6”, 10’6”
and 11’6”.  For installations in
spaces with low ceilings, 6’6” -high
walk-ins are available for
refrigerated buildings.  (See the
chart on page 5, section 6.)

When total desired capacity and
height have been determined, it’s
simple to compute floor area.  At
this point it’s necessary to
determine the width and length
desired.  Best use of available
space should determine this

decision.  Following are three

Ceiling panels up to 10’ long will
support a snow load of 40 lbs. per sq.
ft. Ceiling panels 12’ long will support
a snow load of 30 lbs. per sq. ft. Bally
supplies optional reinforced ceiling
panels.  For more information, call
the factory for details on any specific
application.

Roughing-in Dimensions

LOCATING DOORS

With the exception of corners, all

Bally panels (including door panels)

are made in multiples of 11-1/2” in

width.  All verticals are

interchangeable.  Doors should be

located where they will provide the

most convenient access and reduce

storage space the least.  Doors are

available with right-hand or left-

hand swing.
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2. WITHOUT FLOOR PANEL

1. WITH FLOOR PANEL

SECTION THRU HEIGHT

Ht. of unit plus 2”

Ht. of unit

Depth

of unit

plus 2’

Minimum
1”

Building
walls

Building
Ceilling

PLAN
VIEW

SECTION
VIEW

Minimum
1”

Enclosure panel
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A minimum space of 1” is required

(4” is recommended) between Bally

walls and ceilings and the walls and

ceilings of existing buildings. This

space accounts for deviations in

building construction and also

provides space for air circulation to

prevent moisture accumulation.

Forced ventilation may be required

in dead spaces without natural air

movement.

VERTICAL PANELS
CAN BE INSTALLED
TWO WAYS

1. With floor panels. This

method is most desirable as it

provides the best insulation

value without disturbing

existing building floors.

2. Without floor panels. Vertical

panels are constructed with flat

bottoms which allow the panels

to set directly on the concrete

building floor. This arrangement

can be used on all installations

where height adjustment is not

necessary.

Vertical panel height is same for 4”,

5” or  6” panels; however, overall

walk-in height is increased if 5” or

6“ floor or ceiling panels are used.

See drawing below.

CLEARANCE
REQUIREMENTS

LOADING LIMITS

Where ceiling-mounted, self-

contained refrigeration units are

used, a minimum clearance of 2”

plus the height of the unit is

required between the top of the

condensing unit and the building

ceiling for proper air circulation and

ease of maintenance. Side-mounted

units require clearance from walk-in

walls of 2’ plus the depth of the unit.

For proper refrigeration efficiency it

is always necessary to provide

adequate space above the stored

product to allow for air circulation.

A rule-of-thumb guide to space

required follows:

Enclosure trim Minimum
1”
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"01-'6 "01-'7 "01-'8 "01-'9 "4-'11 "4-'21 "4-'31 "4-'41 "4-'51 "4-'61 "4-'71

renroC"21x'21 64 15 65 36 47 18 88 59 201 901 611

lenaP"2/1-11 92 23 53 73 24 54 84 15 45 75 06

lenaP"32 94 65 26 37 09 101 211 321 431 541 651

lenaP"64 99 011 121 041 871 791 612 532 452 372 292

noitceS.traP"8 02 32 62 13 93 44 94 45 95 46 96

lenaProoD"64

degniH"87x"63
491 012 622 242 872 792 613 533 453 373 293

lenaProoD"96

degniH"87x"63
542 262 972 692 463 493 424 454 484 415 445

lenaProoD"96

hgih"87degniH"48x)"84("06
223 943 663 893 954 984 915 945 975 906 936

snoitceSfonoitpircseD
lenaPgnilieC lenaProolF

"2/1-11 "32 "64 "2/1-11 "32 "64

)"07("01-'5 32 34 68 13 16 421

)"2/1-18("2/1-9-'6 72 15 59 83 37 441

)"39("9-'7 03 85 301 44 58 381

)"2/1-401("2/1-8-'8 43 56 911 94 79 281

)"611("8-'9 73 17 531 45 801 102

)"2/1-721("2/1-7-'01 24 87 941 26 711 822

)"931("7-'11 64 48 361 86 521 452

)"2/1-051("2/1-6-'21 05 19 671 47 531 572

)"261("6-'31 45 89 981 08 541 692

)"2/1-371("2/1-5-'41 85 501 202 68 551 713

)"581("5-'51 26 211 512 29 561 833

)"2/1-691("2/1-4-'61 66 911 822 89 571 953

)"802("4-'71 07 621 142 401 581 083

PANEL SIZE AND WEIGHT

Galvalume weights (lbs.)
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"01-'6 "01-'7 "01-'8 "01-'9 "4-'11 "4-'21 "4-'31 "4-'41 "4-'51 "4-'61 "4-'71

renroC"21x'21 92 23 53 04 84 35 85 36 86 37 87

lenaP"2/1-11 81 02 22 62 03 43 83 24 64 05 45

lenaP"32 62 23 83 54 65 36 07 77 48 19 89

lenaP"64 85 56 27 58 501 811 131 441 751 071 381

noitceS.traP"8 31 51 71 91 22 42 62 82 03 23 43

lenaProoD"64

degniH"87x"63
051 851 661 471 591 802 122 432 742 062 372

lenaProoD"96

degniH"87x"63
771 981 102 212 152 172 192 113 133 153 173

lenaProoD"96

hgih"87degniH"48x)"84("06
752 972 292 503 143 163 183 104 124 144 164

snoitceSfonoitpircseD
lenaPgnilieC lenaProolF

"2/1-11 "32 "64 "2/1-11 "32 "64

)"07("01-'5 31 62 25 23 55 69

)"2/1-18("2/1-9-'6 61 03 06 83 26 511

)"39("9-'7 91 43 78 93 86 431

)"2/1-401("2/1-8-'8 12 83 47 24 08 351

)"611("8-'9 32 24 18 54 19 271

)"2/1-721("2/1-7-'01 52 74 09 25 99 681

)"931("7-'11 72 25 99 85 901 002

)"2/1-051("2/1-6-'21 92 65 701 36 811 612

)"261("6-'31 13 06 511 86 721 232

)"2/1-371("2/1-5-'41 33 46 321 37 631 842

)"581("5-'51 53 86 131 87 541 462

)"2/1-691("2/1-4-'61 73 27 931 38 451 082

)"802("4-'71 93 67 741 88 361 692

Aluminum weights (lbs.)
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"11'3 "3'24 "2/1-6'18

"2/1-01'4 "2/1-2'34 "6'28

"01'5 "2'44 "2/1-5'38

"2/1-9'6 "2/1-1'54 "5'48

"9'7 "1'64 "2/1-4'58

"2/1-8'8 "2/1'74 "4'68

"8'9 "0'84 "2/1-3'78

"2/1-7'01 "2/1-11'84 "3'88

"7'11 "11'94 "2/1-2'98

"2/1-6'21 "2/1-01'05 "2'09

"6'31 "01'15 "2/1-1'19

"2/1-5'41 "2/1-9'25 "1'29

"5'51 "9'35 "2/1'39

"2/1-4'61 "2/1-8'45 "0'49

"4'71 "8'55 "2/1-11'49

"2/1-3'81 "2/1-7'65 "11'59

"3'91 "7'75 "2/1-01'69

"21-2'02 "2/1-6'85 "01'79

"2'12 "6'95 "2/1-9'89

"2/1-1'22 "2/1-5'06 "9'99

"1'32 "5'16 "2/1-8'001

"2/1'42 "2/1-4'26 "8'101

"0'52 "4'36 "2/1-7'201

"2/1-11'52 "2/1-3'46 "7'301

"11'62 "3'56 "2/1-6'401

"2/1-01'72 "2/1-2'66 "6'501

"01'82 "2'76 "2/1-5'601

"2/1-9'92 "2/1-1'86 "5'701

"9'03 "1'96 "2/1-4'801

"2/1-8'13 "2/1'07 "4'901

"8'23 "0'17 "2/1-3'011

"2/1-7'33 "2/1-11'17 "3'111

"7'43 "11'27 "2/1-2'211

"2/1-6'53 "2/1-01'37 "2'311

"6'63 "01'47 "2/1-1'411

"2/1-5'73 "2/1-9'57 "1'511

"5'83 "9'67 "2/1'611

"2/1-4'93 "2/1-8'77 "0'711

"4'04 "8'87 "2/1-11'711

"2/1-3'14 "2/1-7'97

"7'08
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